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Abstract—In this paper, we present a Web content adaptation 

system that is able to automatically adapt textual elements of 

Web pages, based on the user profile and preferences. The 

system employs Web intelligence to perform these automatic 

adaptations on single elements composing a Web page. In 

particular, a reinforcement learning algorithm, i.e. q-learning, 

based on the idea of reward/punishment is utilized as the 

machine learning system that manages the user profile. Based on 

it, the user profile is updated, so that automatic adaptations can 

be effectively performed while surfing the Web. We created a 

simulation scenario to test our approach over different users with 

specific preferences and/or different kinds of disabilities. 

Simulation results confirm the viability of the proposal. 

Keywords—content adaptation; Web personalization; user 

profiling; legibility; reinforcement learning 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

 Web content adaptation can provide great benefit to users. 
It has been observed that different kinds of personalization and 
(self-)adaptation of Web contents can be performed, which 
allow to tailor the way contents are presented to users, 
including their shapes and formats [1]. Usually, the typical 
approach, employed to adapt the layout of a Web page and the 
formats and shapes of contents within the page, consists in 
applying such transformations to all the elements which 
compose the entire Web page.  

 Actually, it is evident that a more user-centered approach 
should be exploited, in order to customize only the shape of 
some specific Web page elements, according to users’ needs. 
Such an approach could have a strong impact, in particular for 
those users with some reading-related disabilities (i.e. people 
with dyslexia, users with low vision, users with color 
blindness, elderly people, etc.). Furthermore, adapting just 
some specific Web elements, instead of the whole page, means 
that it would be possible to transform only those parts of a Web 
content that represent an effective barrier to users. This way, 
the whole content and its layout are not distorted, and 
customization is just limited to those elements that really affect 
users’ reading. Finally, this approach can provide benefits even 
to those users who are equipped with devices with different 
capabilities, such as tablets, smart-phones, and smart TVs. In 
this context, both readability and legibility are affected by 
different issues, such as Web text characteristics [2, 3, 4] and 
users’ abilities [5, 6, 7]. 

The main aim of this work is to improve Web content 
legibility by adapting some text formatting characteristics (i.e., 
font size, font face, luminance contrasts, and so on) according 
to users’ preferences and needs. To reach this goal we have 
designed a system, called ExTraS (EXperiential TRAnscoding 
System [8, 9]) which lets users adapt Web documents, 
tracking users’ behavior, so as to learn and model their 
preferences and to automatically provide the best adaptation, 
tailored for each user, predicting his/her needs.  

We have built a prototype of our system as a browser 
extension, as described in [9]. We have considered the 
adaptations of characteristics that help users in improving 
textual content legibility. They strongly depend on the specific 
reading difficulties of the user; in fact, an adaptation which 
may result effective for a specific user (with certain 
preferences) could be counterproductive for another one (with 
different preferences). With the aim of doing a strong 
personalization on the basis of user’s needs, we decided to let 
the users adapt those Web page elements which represent an 
actual barrier for them, instead of automatically adapting the 
entire Web page. This avoids significant layout distortion, and, 
at the same time, it gives emphasis on those elements that the 
user selects. Automatic adaptations are performed on the basis 
of a user profile that keeps track of the his/her needs, taking 
into account both the user’s experiences and behaviors. 

In order to understand user’s experience and to learn user’s 
preferences, we have exploited a machine learning mechanism, 
the Reinforcement Learning one, based on the idea of 
reward/punishment. In particular, we have selected the 
Q-learning algorithm [10], which focuses on developing a 
specific action in a specific state. According to this technique, 
the agents keep track of the experienced state-action pairs by 
managing a table (called Q-table) which represents the 
experience data as behavioral rules [10]. Thanks to it, we can 
build and feed a user’s profile which models his/her 
preferences in terms of Web page characteristics affecting 
his/her reading ability (including those ones that represent a 
barrier for him/her). Thus, the Web content adaptation will be 
more user oriented, better meeting user’s needs.  

To test our system, we have integrated a simulator and a 
framework which applies Q-Learning [11], as we have tailored 
to our context. This allowed us to evaluate our system thanks to 
a simulation campaign. In this paper, we present the simulation 
scenarios, we describe the evaluations we have conducted, and 



we report the results we have obtained, that confirm the 
viability of our proposal. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 
II describes some main related work; Section III presents the 
system architecture and some main issues of the prototype we 
have developed; the users profiling management and the 
learning system are described in Section IV. Section V presents 
the simulations we have conducted to evaluate how our system 
learns users’ preferences and the related results. Finally, 
Section VI concludes the paper presenting further work. 

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

Our work considers several issues, which are briefly 
described in this section: improving Web pages legibility with 
font adaptation; adaptation and personalization of digital and 
Web contents and services; the use of machine learning 
techniques and algorithms to track and understand users’ 
behavior.  

According to the definitions in the literature, legibility is 

related to perceiving text by distinguishing each character 

from all other ones in the font, without any ambiguity. Hence 

the more text letters are distinguishable, the more such a text 

is legible [3, 4]. A different issue is the readability, which is 

related to reading and understanding textual information: the 

more a text is complex (with difficult words, long paragraphs, 

acronyms, abbreviation, technical terms, foreign sentences, 

etc.) and the less a text is readable [3, 4]. Summing up, 

legibility refers to text perception, while readability refers to 

its comprehension. In this context, the reading activity can be 

strongly affected by textual characteristics, such as font face, 

text size, background and foreground colors, alignments, 

paragraphs, words and letters spacing [2, 5]. Online reading 

abilities and textual characteristics, which better support users 

in such a kind of activities, are the topics of several studies, 

taking into account also the device in use (including mobile 

[12] and smart devices [13]), as well as specific users contexts 

or condition (including reading disabilities [6], visual 

impairments [7] and ageing [5]). Outcomes from these 

previous studies have been taken into account in our work. 

The personalization and adaptation of digital Web contents 

and services are at the basis of several studies. The need for 

personalization ranges from the need for the use of different 

formats and aspects (due to different devices, context of use, 

or specific preferences and conditions [14, 15]) to the need for 

different content (recommending resources that can be of 

interest for the users, according to the preferences and the 

behaviors they have already shown somehow). Several works 

have been done in this field. The personalization of Web pages 

with the aim of better exploiting them by means of mobile 

devices is the goal of [16]. Another work in this direction, 

where users’ preferences are taken into account, is [17]. User-

centric personalization of Web sites, by means of personalized 

content recommendations is at the basis of [18]. In works like 

this latter one, user profiling is a fundamental activity, because 

it can drives the personalization and adaptation of content and 

services [19]. Users’ profile and model can also be built 

according to their behaviors.  

Users’ behaviors as personalization-drivers have been 

exploited in [20]; in this case, the author proposes an approach 

to construct a dynamic user model, strongly based on user’s 

behavior, which drives the personalization of media 

augmentation, accessed by using some mobile devices. 

Analogously to these cited solutions, our work exploits the 

idea of adapting Web contents on the basis of users’ 

experience. In particular, we track past users’ adaptations so as 

to learn users’ preferences and to provide (and/or suggest) 

adequate personalization. This approach has been inspired by 

recommendation systems used in e-commerce Web sites, 

social networks, search engines, etc. A similar approach has 

been used in [21], where the authors exploited a reinforcement 

learning algorithm in order to customize the rendering of 

advertisements in Web pages, on the basis of users’ 

preferences. Learning and predicting users’ preferences, so as 

to drive recommendation systems is also the main aim of [22]. 

The reward/punishment approach has been exploited also in 

[23], where the authors propose the use of the Q-learning 

algorithm for modeling the behavior of agents in simulations. 

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Our system architecture is structured as shown in Figure 1. 
A prototype has been implemented as a Firefox extension by 
means of the Mozilla SDK, which is responsible to adapt 
HTML documents. The software architecture is structured in 
three modules: the Profiling Module, the Learning Module and 
the Adaptation Module.  

The Adaptation Module is in charge of transcoding HTML 
tags, attributes and their related values and of personalizing 
CSS rules. To adapt contents based on the user profile, the 
system is capable to inject new tags or attributes into the 
content, and it is able as well to substitute original tags or 
attribute values with customized ones.  
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Fig. 1 - System Architecture 

 

Users can exploit a contextual menu to set adaptations on 
an HTML page. While the adaptation process transcodes the 
HTML and/or the CSS code of the page, the behavior of the 
user is tracked, with the aim of learning his/her preferences 
(Learning Module in the figure). All the user preferences are 
stored in a profile, managed by the Profiling Module shown in 
the figure. This allows to apply or propose suitable adaptations 
automatically during future interactions. The profile created 
automatically, while surfing the Web, is locally stored on the 



device. If a user has different devices, and the profile is shared 
among these devices, updates are synchronized, as in typical 
cloud-based approaches. 

The user profile is structured as an XML document. It is 
composed of different parts, related to the devices the user 
exploits. In each of these parts, the system stores text 
characteristics (as tags) the user has asked for adaptations or 
the user has discarded (respectively user’s preferences or 
barriers). Thus, each element corresponding to a text 
characteristics has associated a value (hereinafter referred as 
the “v” attribute) that identifies it, and a number (hereinafter 
referred as the “r” attribute). Such an “r” number tracks the 
reward/punishment related to the adaptation of the associated 
“v” element, asked by the user. Hence, such “r” value varies 
based on the user behavior.  

Currently, the prototype has been tested on laptops 
(equipped with different operating systems) and on Samsung 
Galaxy Tab 2 devices, equipped with Android 4.0.4 and 
Firefox 27.0. More details about our prototype, some examples 
of adaptation and some screenshots of the system in action are 
reported in [8] and [9]. 

The focus of this work is on the learning process that drives 
the creation and automatic modification of the user profile. Its 
functioning is described in the following section. 

IV. LEARNING SYSTEM AND PROFILE MANAGEMENT 

A reinforcement learning algorithm, based on the idea of 
reward/punishment is utilized as the machine learning system 
that manages the user profile [8]. Based on it, the user profile is 
updated, either by adding new preferences/barriers, or by 
updating reward/punishment values associated to existing 
elements of the profile. 

We already mentioned that the user profile is composed of 
different elements that describe the preferences of the user on 
the use of some type of text, e.g., font family, font size, colors, 
etc. To describe this, each element has a “v” value that 
identifies the specific textual characteristics (i.e. “Arial” for 
font family, “14” for font size, etc.), and an “r” value that 
tracks the preferences of the user with respect to “v”. In the 
following, when we say that the “user has discarded an element 
v”, we mean that the user decided to not visualize some content 
using that textual characteristics “v”, considering them a 
barrier, which affects the content legibility. Conversely, we 
will state that “the user has chosen” to exploit the “v” element, 
meaning that he/she accepted to visualize some content that 
have that specific textual characteristics. The “r” attribute is 
related to the reward/punishment assigned by our system and 
can assume different values; in essence, we sum up three 
possible cases: 

1. r < 0: this means that the user has discarded the “v” 
value for a given element; 

2. r > 0: this means that the user has chosen the “v” 
value for a given element; 

3. r = 0: this means that the “v” value for a given 
element has been chosen and discarded the same 
amount of times. 

Thus, the idea is that preferences of the user are identified 
by the system based on discarded and chosen text formatting 
characteristics, tracking even those elements that represent a 
barrier for that user. The user profile is initially empty; the 
system learns preferences and updates the profile while the 
user surfs the Web. In particular, the requirement of 
adaptations and changes to some elements in a Web page 
corresponds to punishments to the values for these elements, 
since the user considers them as barriers. A more detailed 
description (as well as an example of a user profile) can be 
found in [9]. Further, our system will be able to perform 
automatic adaptations; when these proposed adaptations are 
accepted by the user, the values related to the adapted elements 
obtain a reward. These punishments and rewards are managed 
based on reinforcement learning.  

The specific algorithm in charge of managing these 
punishments/rewards is Q-learning [10]. In essence, this 
scheme allows to learn the optimal policy to accomplish, based 
on the history of interactions of the system with the 
environment. The history is a sequence of state-action-rewards 
<s0,a0,r1, s1,a1,r2, ...>, meaning that when the system is in a state 
si, it takes the action ai, obtaining a reward ri+1. For each of 
these actions, the algorithm updates an estimation Q(a,s) of the 
reward obtained by taking the action a when the system is in 
state s. Each time the system takes an action, given a state, and 
it receives a reward, such an estimation Q(a,s) is updated based 
on the following equation: 

 Q[s,a] ← Q[s,a] + α(r+ γ maxa' Q[s',a'] – Q[s,a])     

where α is a step rate; r is the observed reward; s' is the state 
where the system goes by taking the action; γ < 1 is a 
parameter, that works as a discount value, which serves to give 
a weight to the estimation of the maximum reward maxa' 
Q[s',a'] that system can measure by taking some future action 
in the novel state s', based on its current information.  

The general algorithm executed by our system is described 
in the following. 

1) When a user opens up some few Web pages, then he/she 
can adapt some characteristics. At this initial stage, the 
system just tracks his/her behavior and starts to learn 
his/her preferences. Moreover, it starts to assign reward 
to the chosen characteristics, according to the related 
state, so as to start building the user’s profile.  

2) When a user opens up a new Web page, then the system 
parses the DOM and the related style rules, taking into 
account the user’s profile.  

3) All characteristics of elements in the DOM are matched 
with the user profile. In particular, all those 
characteristics that the user has discarded (with a low 
“r” value in the profile) are collected. 

4) For each characteristic, the system maintains a negative 
threshold value “t” that is exploited as follows. For each 
element with a low “r” value, the adaptation that has 
associated the highest reward is considered. In 
particular: 



a) if t < r < 0: the system proposes such adaptation to 
the user;  if the user accepts it, then a reward is 
assigned; else, a punishment is associated; 

b) otherwise (r < t), the system automatically adapts 
such characteristics, by substituting them with the 
ones the user prefers. If the user ignores the 
automatic adaptation (i.e. it is accepted), then a 
reward is assigned. Else, the user rejects the 
adaptation; thus a punishment is associated. 

5) The user can in turn adapt some element by 
himself/herself. In this case, the system observes the 
user’s behavior and assigns related reward/punishment. 
Unchanged characteristics receive no reward. 

6) All the updated rewards and punishments are stored into 
the user profile. 

The system repeats phases from 2 to 6 any time the user 
opens up a Web page.  

V. EVALUATION 

In order to assess the viability of our proposal, we have 
developed a simulator which mimics the user behavior and we 
have integrated it with a framework that implements the 
reinforcement learning algorithm. In SubSection A we describe 
the simulations we have performed and in SubSection B we 
present the related results.  

A. Simulation 

A simulation has been performed in order to obtain a 
quantitative evaluation of the benefits provided by the 
intelligent adaptation system. The simulator is in charge of 
mimicking user behaviors while surfing the Web. Users might 
have some kinds of disabilities, since this corresponds to some 
specific preferences (and in many cases, technological barriers) 
to certain types of characteristics of styles, fonts and 
dimensions, associated to elements composing some Web 
pages. In particular, we have modeled three different kinds of 
users: users with dyslexia; users with low-vision; elderly users. 
This choice has been driven by the fact that such kinds of users 
have different and very specific needs in terms of reading 
activities, and then we decided to test our system in these 
challenging contexts. Of course, the simulator can be extended 
to other contexts. 

Each user has its own characteristics, grouped as a profile, 
corresponding to the most typical preferences that users might 
want when accessing a given content, avoiding those text 
characteristics which can represent a barrier, affecting legibility 
for them, according to the literature [5, 6, 7]. Hence, we have 
created three different user models and during the simulation 
we have considered the following preferences for such models, 
to be associated to the text elements of the Web pages.  

We assume that a user with dyslexia commonly prefers to 
read text with an Arial font, or a San Serif font family. He/she 
prefers that text elements are displayed with a font size equal or 
higher than 18 points. As concerns the text alignment, a left 
alignment is preferred while a justified alignment is highly 
deprecated [6].  

A user with low vision, instead, benefits from San Serif 
type fonts; font size should be around 16-18 points. A left 
alignment is preferred, with a line height set to 1.5 [7].  

Finally, a 14-point font size has a significant improvement 
in legibility for elderly people; they also prefer san serif fonts, 
in particular Arial and Verdana (as a second choice) [5]; 
moreover, left alignment is preferred, as well as space between 
lines, paragraphs and around clickable targets (such as links 
and buttons, so that each one is easy to target and hit 
separately) [3].  

In order to assess whether (and how) the system is able to 
react to changes in user preferences, we also implemented a 
sort of inconsistent user, that from time to time gives some 
feedbacks to our system which are not compliant to his/her user 
model. Finally, we have also implemented a user who changes 
his/her preferences during the simulation. As an example, this 
can be the case of an elderly user. 

The simulator mimics a user behavior, browsing the Web 
among a set of the 10 most visited pages, taken from the Alexa 
top Web sites list, according to ranking data they have gathered 
in February 2014 [24]. The set of Web pages was: Google 
home page, Google search page (http://www.google.com), 
Facebook news, Facebook user’s wall 
(http://www.facebook.com), YouTube home page, YouTube 
video page (http://www.youtube.com), Yahoo! home page, 
Yahoo! result page (http://www.yahoo.com), Wikipedia home 
page, Wikipedia item page (http://wikipedia.org).  

To implement the reinforcement algorithm, exploited by 
the Learning Module, the Piqle framework was utilized [11]. In 
order to do that, we have customized Piqle, so as to simulate 
our system and the users’ behavior. Summing up, we have 
mainly implemented the following issues: 

 Three main entities simulate the adaptation process: 
Environment, State and Action. The user directly 
interacts with the Environment. A State is the 
collection of the text characteristics of the Web page 
the user is surfing, while an Action is an adaptation of 
a specific text characteristic for a specific element of 
the Web page.   

 The reward/punishment assigned to the (State, Action) 
performed is not generated by the Environment (as 
usual), but it is computed according to the user’s 
feedback (on the basis of his/her model). 

 The system starts to learn after an initial observation 
phase, during which it just observes and tracks user’s 
behaviors, rewarding to the chosen characteristics 
(according to the related state) and understanding the 
barriers that affect user’s reading. It starts to propose 
and automatically perform adaptation only after this 
phase. 

 A sort of punishment is assigned also to the discarded 
text characteristics (identified as barriers), so as to 
enforce the need of adapting them. 



B. Results 

In order to evaluate how our system learns users’ 
preferences, we have conducted several simulations for each of 
the three user models we have described in Section V.A. 
During such simulations, the users can enjoy from 1,000 to 
500,000 Web pages. After such a simulation campaign, we are 
able to conclude that the system learns the user’s preferences, 
independently from the simulated user.  

For each simulation, we have counted the adaptations the 
system has performed that were not compliant to the user 
profile. This way, we can observe the number of errors the 
system does, while it learns. Such a value represents the 
distance between the simulated user profile and the user model 
the system learns during the trials. Simulation steps are 
represented by browsed Web pages. When the errors are 0, 
then the system has learnt the users’ preferences. We have 
observed that the average number of browsed Web pages after 
which the number of errors (in terms of adaptations the user 
rejected, because they are not compliant to his/her profile) 
tends to zero changes according to the initial phase of 
observation. This means that the longer is the observation 
phase and the less the number of wrong adaptations the system 
performs.  

Figure 2 shows a single simulation of a user with dyslexia, 
which browses 1,000 Web pages. The user does not change 
his/her preferences during the trial and, in this case, our system 
proposes 10 errors after 14 browsed Web pages, after that the 
number of errors tends to zero.  

In order to better test our system, we have simulated even 
users who change their minds during the trials. In particular, 
we have simulated some users with a certain probability 
(expressed in percentage, from 0.1% to 20%) of giving 
feedbacks which are not compliant to their profile. Figure 3 
shows a single simulation of a user with low vision who gives a 
1% of inconsistent feedback, in a trial with 1,000 Web pages. 
The peaks in the plot correspond to the situations when the user 
does not provide feedbacks compliant to his/her profile. In 
these cases, the system applies some sort of wrong adaptations 
contextually, due to those inconsistent user’s behaviors. Such 
inconsistent behaviors could be due to some contextual 
situations that can affect user’s reading, such as, for instance, a 
different ambient light. After those peaks, the system continues 
to perform adaptations compliant to the profile and then the 
user accepts them as usual, with no errors. No additional 
learning phase is required, since the profile has not been 
changed.  

Moreover, we have simulated users who change their minds 
just once during the trials. Figure 4 show a single simulation of 
an elderly user who asks for bigger font size dimensions after 
500 pages. The peak shown in the plot corresponds to that 
change of preferences. After that, an additional learning phase 
is needed. This means that the system applies some adaptations 
which are still compliant to the old preferences, but not to the 
new ones. Hence, the user has to reject such wrong adaptations, 
so as to let the system learn his/her new different needs. In this 
case, since only one preference has been changed, then the 
number of steps needed, so that the number of errors results 
negligible, is less than the initial ones. The same is for the 

number of errors the system does at the very first step the user 
changes his/her mind about font size dimensions. In cases like 
this one, we have observed that the later the change of 
preferences happens and the higher is the number of errors that 
the system commits after this modification in the user’s profile. 

 

 

Fig. 2 – User with dyslexia, with a consistent behavior 

 

 

Fig. 3 – User with low vision, with inconsistent behavior 

 

 

Fig. 4 – Elderly user, who changes his/her preferences 



VI.  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we have presented a system based on 

reinforcement learning, with the aim of providing 

personalization of Web pages, according to users’ preferences 

and needs. The goal of our system is to improve Web pages 

legibility, by adapting only those textual elements that 

represent a barrier to users reading. Thanks to the Q-learning 

algorithm, our system tracks users’ behavior and then applies 

the best adaptations, tailored for each specific user. 

We have tested our system by integrating a simulator and a 

version of the PIQLE framework we have customized 

according to our context. Results from the simulation are 

presented in this paper, which confirm the viability of the 

proposal.  

Further work is needed, that might exploit a more complex 

user profile, describing barriers and preferences for more 

textual characteristics. This would increases the Q-table 

dimensions, providing more complexity. In order to face it, we 

will combine Q-learning with other techniques, such as 

Decision Tree learning. Another interesting future work 

consists in comparing the techniques we have employed to 

generate and manage the user profile with other methods (such 

as the Top-N recommendation), taking into account that the 

user preferences can change over time. With the aim of 

improving personalization and learning activities, we will 

exploit techniques for sharing user profiles, computing their 

similarities and proposing adaptations to users of the basis of 

similar profiles (i.e. collaboration filtering techniques).  

Finally, an evaluation with real users might allow to better 

understand the real appreciation of users to our system and to 

test the amount of activities they are ready to perform before 

the system learns their preferences. We are now planning a 

campaign with users with reading related disabilities and users 

equipped with different mobile devices.  
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